Abstract: «Shnoll effect» proved to be at the histograms study of a wide variety of processes. This paper examines the effect mainly for the examples of radioactive decay and chemical reactions. S.E. Shnol supposed that the observed processes are caused by unknown Cosmophysical effects. In this article, we suggested not only a qualitative explanation of the effect, but also its mathematical model. It allows to get some quantitative estimation and to optimize the process of observation and data handling. To this end, we developed a quantitative method of estimation «similarity of histograms» that allows the use of standard computer programs. As far as «Shnoll effect» at present is not currently recognized by the scientific community, we suppose that the use of mathematical model and adequate methods of data handling allow synonymously solving that problem.
Introduction
The «Shnoll effect» is revealed in the study histograms for the various processes (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] ). Further we will mainly focus on the researching of the processes of radioactive decay. Then there is S -Source of decay particles, in particular, α -particles; C -Particle Counter with recording equipment. A particle gets into C, create corresponding response, recorded as a single signal (pulse). Private signal of C output corresponds to the number of pulses per time T. Since usually only the number of pulses is counted, the signal can be represented as To study the «Shnoll effect» (SE) it is recorded some number L of such sequential histograms in time LMT . Further, these histograms can be summed, averaged, or compared at the «similarity» of its shapes.
Stochastic description of radioactive decay
Since at this approach the arraignment of pulses in time does not value, may be even to assume that in the particular signal pulses are uniformly distributed. If (1) corresponds to the accurate recording of the particles, it is generally believed that for the process of radioactive decay values () Hn correspond to a Poisson distribution (Shirokov and Yudin [3] ).
  
It is the question of interest whether two or more atoms of S can emit particles at the same time, or there is a finite amount of time between these events? Anyway, counter C has a finite number of pulses in second which it can register without error. It depends on the duration of the pulse and the minimal allowable time between pulses, the counter dead time. Possible counters errors (Vatutin et al. [4] ) further will be neglected. In this case for the «right» counter C there are some permissible values 
Then will be assume that there are no coincidences of pulses, and any time interval T in relation to the particular signal at the input C may be regarded as consisting of r cells. For each such cell with a constant probability p pulse or is in it («success»), or with the probability 1 p  is not («failure»). So we have corresponding with
Bernoulli testing scheme (Feller [5] ). The probability that there will be n successes in r testing   The correspondence between (3) and (7) 
That result corresponds to some condition of S, when particle radiation is sufficiently rare event for right Poisson probability (7), (8). We find that the temporal characteristics of the meter must be coordinated with the specific source of the particles. It is believed that for any moment of time the radioactive decay is equally probable (Shirokov and Yudin [3] ). With reference to the counter, this means that all periods T are equal, and if the period divided into some number r of identical intervals (cells), then for sufficiently large observation time, the pulses that get into these cells will be in average evenly distributed.
Microscopic and Macroscopic fluctuations
There are many stochastic processes that can be described with use of a similar scheme. It is known that a simple random walk model, based on the binomial distribution, similar to (6) leads to the relations, correctly described the process of diffusion and Brownian motion. It turns out that a similar scheme of reasoning is applicable to many phenomena in physics and another field of science, in cases where relatively slow observed fluctuations of the system states are the result of a huge number of small random unobserved effects (Van Campen [6] (Feller [5] ). As returning to radioactive decay then we consider it from the point of view of the universal principle accepted above. In nuclear physics it is believed that for separate atom or isotope radioactive decay happens spontaneously, «the phenomenon of radioactivity consists in spontaneous disintegration of atomic nucleus with emission of one or several particles» (Shirokov and Yudin [3] ). It is established that radioactivity is the quantum mechanical phenomenon caused by electromagnetic, strong and weak interactions of particles in a nucleus. Atoms and their nucleus are complicate dynamic, but not static systems. Without going into the further details, we will notice that in such dynamic systems it is inevitable existence of microscopic unobservable fluctuations, in that case of quantum character. Therefore it is reasonable that we can refine the definition, -the phenomenon of radioactivity is the decay of nucleus under the influence of quantum fluctuations with the emission of one or more particles. Nothing prevents us to present that the decay comes at a moment when the energy of the quantum fluctuations reaches a certain threshold 0 E (Born [7] ).
In textbooks on nuclear physics it is also claimed that «essential property of the phenomenon of radioactivity is independence of a constant of disintegration  of time» (Shirokov and Yudin [3] ). However from SE follows that it, at least, not always so and there are phenomena when this independence is broken. In this case it is necessary to consider, taking into account the universal principle that value 0 E doesn't depend on time.
Shnoll effect and its qualitative considerations
Thus, from the point of view of orthodox nuclear physics influence on quantum fluctuations of atoms is impossible, but SE is affirmed the inverse. Therefore we will assume further that under some conditions such influences happen, and for that reason the observed process differs from usual «Poisson».
For simplification we will consider further that the source contains radioactive atoms only of one sort, there are removed hardware errors and the outside physical phenomena, for example, an influence of space radiation and so on. By the way noted that the physical properties of the sources may be different, -most obvious difference, for instance, is that they may be gaseous, amorphous or solid. From qualitative considerations it is believed that in the first two cases, the decay conditions must be similar to the decay conditions of independent atoms under the influence of quantum fluctuations inside the nucleus. In that case, the effect of external influences is believed likely minimal.
In the case of solid-state sources the radioactive atoms are no longer independent, and quantum fluctuations are distributed throughout the volume of the source. Thus sizably increasing the amount of space, in which external influences can contribute. In the present case, we will not put forward suppositions about their nature. Just out of qualitative considerations it is follow that may be the physical conditions when into the source is interaction of quantum fluctuations and external, for example, «cosmos-physical factors».
Further naturally to assume that the external influences and internal fluctuations can either are in phase or in anti-phase, and on that dependence the rate of decay will either increase or decrease. That allows giving a reasonable explanation of the experimentally observed in SE oscillating «fine» effects, revealed in the histograms (Snoll et al. [1, 2] The randomization of the initial time series according to standard criteria (Shnoll et al. [1] ): Shnoll and collaborators manifest that the connection between the histograms and the «conformity with a laws of the motion of the studied processes in time <...> traditional methods <...> failed to expose». They assert that «the process of radioactive decay is completely random -it is "white noise"».
In terms of our model, this means that by using the counter C, with period of counts T , in the distinguishable r time cells will be on the average registered almost the same number of pulses. The distribution all over the cells averaged over a large period of time would be equally probable, which corresponds to the binomial distribution, transitional to Poisson, and then to Gaussian. Again, our model can give a qualitative explanation of this effect. Assume that «external signal» has a noise component and deterministic oscillating component, for example, some superposition of sinusoidal oscillations. In a result of the interaction this signal with internal fluctuations of source S will occurred some change in the intensity of «white noise» that correspond to acceleration of the process of radioactive decay or its deceleration.
Periods of sinusoidal oscillations of «external signal» may not coincide with the period of counts T , then at the time averaging none deviations to be detected from equally probable distribution of pulses at cells. Thus, we find the explanation for the seemingly strange assertion (Shnoll et al. [2] ) that the «fine structure» of histograms does not depend from the reasons of deviation from Poisson distribution. Indeed, as we have seen above, for an explanation of the results (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] ) it is appropriate to assume that the «external signal» can increase or decrease dispersion of the radioactive decay process in comparison with the dispersion of corresponding Poisson process. But the «fine structure» due to the presence deterministic oscillatory component in «external signal», and it can occur in principle even at a constant average dispersion of radioactive decay! The negative correlation «the results scatter» with solar activity (Shnoll et al. [1] ): it is indirect evidence of «external signal» effects. Rather, it means that the result of the interaction of internal fluctuations with a deterministic component of the «external signal» in most cases is not symmetrical. This effect is known in statistical radio-physics (Tikhonov [10] , Baskakov [11] ).
Thus, we conclude that in the framework of the proposed stochastic model naturally receive explanation of all the main experimental results Shnoll and collaborators set out in (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] ). This model is, for this reason, should be applicable not only to radioactivity but also to all processes mentioned in (Shnoll et al. [1] ). «External signal/effect», characteristics and nature of which we will not discuss here, must in all cases originate from the same source with the identical timing characteristics on a large geographical area. Accordingly, we can determine the Shnoll effect: The changeability and synchronization of probabilistic characteristics of stochastic processes as a result of «external influences», presumably of cosmos-physical origin.
Additional considerations and conclusion
Adduce some additional considerations that external impact SE has deterministic and periodical character. In general case  is not constant, but can not be monotonically increasing (otherwise ср n increases with time), and then instead of (3) we have
Deviations from the Poisson process can be explained if for each particular signal ( , , ) i x i T n there will be its parameters ( 1) () where again did not find signs of SE. There are other such publications, where the SE is denied on the basis of private experiments and different assumptions about the fallibility of Shnoll with collaborators observations. On the other hand decennials of observations and of huge accumulated experimental material allows experienced scientists claim about proof «theorem of the existence» for effect that many opponents or may be most of the scientific world, is still, at best, considered hypothetical. One of the reasons for this contradiction is that the conditions for SE observing are not defined in (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] ) with exhaustive plentitude. The authors do not give the «recipe», the maintenance of which will allow others experimenters with the confidence to reproduce this effect. Moreover, judging by some of the private statements and publications, the authors believe that the effect should be observed almost «always and everywhere» for «good» experimenter. With above accounted, it is difficult to accept.
Therefore, the «existence theorem» should be supplemented with «necessary and sufficient conditions», ensuring the reproduction of the effect. From this viewpoint, the most perspective are experiments with radioactive solid preparations under condition with direct registration of positive charged α-particles counter. In this case at the output of the counter should be impulse of definite shape, which allows not only fixing the α-particles, but also reliably distinguishing these pulses against background of various disturbances, including other pulses with other forms. In this case, it will be possible to completely eliminate the assumption of critics about possible mistakes and errors of experiments. It is concerned the cases when α-decay fix in indirect way by registration concomitant X-ray radiation or γ-quanta. There need thorough analysis of all registration process and its trustworthiness, that from publications (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] , Shnoll [9] ) not displayed.
Another possibility for removal of contradictions consist in complete using of information, that may be get in experiments on radioactive decay with α-particles registration. In present it is possibilities for recording complete signal [1, 2] ) and analogical it is vague if that information records and use in full measure. With aid of computer methods and program processing the recorded signal may be repeatedly to use for receiving knowledge about concrete realization of radioactive decay process and its difference from Poisson process. «Shnoll» effect proved to be at the histograms study of a wide variety of processes. This paper examines the effect mainly for the examples of radioactive decay and chemical reactions. S.E. Shnol supposed that the observed processes are caused by unknown «Cosmophysical effects». In this article, we suggested not only a qualitative explanation of the effect, but also down apply its mathematical model and some mathematical applications. It allows to get some quantitative estimation and to optimize the process of observation and data handling. To this end, we developed a quantitative method of estimation «similarity of histograms» that allows the use of standard computer programs. As far as «Shnoll effect» at present is not currently recognized by the scientific community, we suppose that the use of mathematical model and adequate methods of data handling allow synonymously solving that problem. Baskakov [11] 
Suppose that there is deterministic «external effect», which leads to some periodic change in the process () Yt. Assume that these changes can be described by corresponding change of the threshold value, which will now of the time depend, i.e. Although this integral is independent of 1 2 K к  , it follows from (A.5) that the constant component 1 T  practically will dominate at sufficiently large
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The greatest contribution of «external influence» will be at
Taking into account the relations (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) we obtain in this case
, 

are shown at Fig. A1 . We get that in this variant Shnoll experiment is quite effective for detecting weak «external influences», or, equivalently, for weak external signals against a background of noises. Usually in radio-technique and radio-physics such a problem is posed for a signal-to-noise ratio of 1/1, and here we see that a «signal» can be detected at a ratio If we now take into account that the actual «external effect» can have a complicated shape with many periodic components, noise components, quasiperiodic components of finite duration etc., then one can understand why in SE are observed histograms that deviate significantly from the classical Poisson process. Nevertheless, SE is based on the existence of deterministic external periodic effects, for which should exist an optimal method of observation.
Optimization of Shnoll experiments
Considering the histograms given in (Shnoll et al. [1, 2] ), one can see that they have a number of vertices and gaps exceeding the number of those at Fig.A1 . This means that the experimental conditions are not chosen in optimal way. In addition, «external influences» may have a more complex character, compared with the deterministic periodic effects discussed above. It can relevant to quasideterministic signals (Tikhonov [10] , Baskakov [11] ), i.e. has a random phase or amplitude, fluctuating waveform of signal. From our point of view, the Shnoll results indicate that there is an essential deterministic component, which within limits of the proposed model has a periodic character. Therefore, the optimal experiment should lead to histograms of distributions similar at Fig.A1 , in which it will be possible to estimate the repetition period of the signal and the ratio 1 f  . And since there are Shnoll reports on the direction of the effect (Shnoll [9] ), then it will be possible to obtain more detailed information about the «external effects». Obviously, beforehand it is not possible to choose ratio 2 T  , and then, at first glance, it is necessary to repeat the experiment at different T , approaching the optimal ratio. However, at present, this need can be avoided if, as mentioned above, the entire video signal at the output of the counter C is registered, digitized and recorded on electronic devices. For example, in the case of experiments with radioactive alpha-decay, it is sufficient to record the time of appearance at the output C for each pulse, or the time interval between subsequent pulses. At the availability of such an array of data, there is no need to conduct multiple experiments to determine the optimal conditions and thus the parameters of the «external impact». It can be found using digital computer data processing techniques. A computer program, using the same array of experimental data to construct histograms at different values T , will find the optimal ratio and will get estimation the signal parameters. It is easy to see that with such an organization of experiments, there is no need for labor-intensive, with subjective features, methods of visual determination of «similarity» or «likeness» of histograms. At the present moment this is used in order to find similar features in different experiments. But this similarity should be caused by the same «external influences», which should clearly appear on the optimal histograms. In addition, it is sufficient definite and efficient to register the «cosmos-physical factor» even if in experiments on radioactive decay, and the need for proofs of the «similarity» of the histograms of various processes will fall away, just as indirect evidence loses its significance in the presence of direct proof. Another question of interest is the applicability in this case of existing methods for recognizing deterministic signals against a background of random noise. Judging by the statements of Shnoll, in this case these methods do not work. Indeed, if we turn to the methods of detecting and receiving signals against a noise background (Tikhonov [10] , Baskakov [11] ), then an analogy with the Shnoll experiment is not found. In this case, the signal as if is built into the noise, it is «inside» the noise, so select one or the other known method of optimal signal reception does not work. Correlation analysis for the noise signal is also ineffective. The author did not analyze the possibility of applying a new «standard» approach -wavelet-analysis conformably to the entire time series of data. But, judging by Shnoll's remark, this method is known to him, and apparently did not give anything. Nevertheless, in addition to the discussed above, another method of detecting and distinguishing the «useful signal» from Poisson's «white noise» was found in the limits of the proposed stochastic model. As already indicated in the derivation of formula (6), it is possible to divide the studying time interval T into r identical time cells. If the radioactive decay is a purely Poisson process, then under these conditions we have an equiprobability temporal distribution of the pulses at the output C in time cells, or for
Under the conditions of the Shnol experiment, taking into account (A.5), this distribution has no longer equiprobability 
For a Poisson process the histogram (A.13) must correspond to a uniform distribution. Consider now the case corresponding 2 T  and Fig. A1 . Paradoxically, at first glance, but there must be a uniform distribution or close to it! In that affair half of the realizations give an increase in the «density» of the pulses during the positive half-cycle () Ft , and the other half of the realizations gives on the average during the half-period the same decrease. As a result, the experimenter will receive a temporal histogram, practically corresponding to a uniform distribution. The optimal option for the time histogram corresponds 1 T  . In this case we obtain from (A.12)
As a result, the histogram b at Fig.A2 corresponding to (A.14) presents Note that probably in those paradoxes conceal the source of misunderstandings between Shnol and collaborators from one side and orthodox physicists on the other side. The former receive histograms with a «fine structure», but without a physical model they can not in optimal way represent the results of their experiment. The second ones deny the Shnoll effect, without proof that in their experiment the distribution   is equally probable. At the same time, the signs of a «fine structure», which revealed with them, are unproven explained by some «statistical inertia». 
Modeling distribution
The previous was written before acquaintance with the recently published book of S.E. Shnoll (Shnoll [12] ). Unfortunately, it lacks at least one complete experimental data protocol, as well as the entire process of treatment the results of observations with using the chosen method and obtaining a concrete conclusion on this basis.
If the graphic characteristics of the 1957 experiment are given ( Figure 1 , 2 of (Shnoll [12, p. 18 ])), then the protocol of this experiment that can be processed either by known methods of mathematical statistics or with the help of the above approach is not given. Nevertheless, already from this material it is possible to draw some conclusions, on the basis of the proposed model. Table A3 .
In this case, we are dealing with experiment for measuring the rate of a chemical reaction. The experimenters rightly conclude that the histogram of observations does not correspond to a priori expectations for the mean value and scatter of counts. This means that it is impossible to apply sufficient simple theoretical probability distributions (Poisson, Gauss), and accordingly nobody conclude that the observed value of the reaction rate is a constant. Factors influence at the experiment can be the following:
1) The statistical spread of the measurements, which a priori was estimated by several %; 2) Internal fluctuations and oscillatory processes of the chemical sample, leading to instability of measurements; 3) External influences (irremovable?).
As the result of experiments it was proved that the first two factors are not completely determining. For this it is sufficient to take several identical samples instead of one sample at discrete instants of time (after 15 seconds?) and to estimate their dispersion. In the theory of stochastic processes this is called as averaging over an «ensemble». In the simplest case, studying process is ergodic, and then the observed values of such system are distributed identically both «over the ensemble» and «temporal averaging». This means that histogram is formed not by single probability distribution, but by mixture of several such distributions. We also note that there are no grounds for choosing Poisson or Gaussian distributions as these distributions. They refer to purely theoretical limit distributions with infinite boundaries which are never realize in practice. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34   25   50   75   100   125   150   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33 In any case, in this Shnoll experiment is actually found an interesting effect of the discrete rates of the chemical reaction, leading to significant deviations from a priori theoretical expectations. As reasonably noted in (Snoll [12] ), there is need for further complicated and laborious studies.
Histograms Shape Similarity
At analyzing the Shnoll effect, researchers use a qualitative concept«Histograms Shape Similarity» (HSS). A quantitative description of this concept is not presented, nor is it given a physical definition of this. In practice, one of the methods to determine the HSS consist in some smoothing out the shape of the histograms, laying over their graphs on each other for expertly subjective estimate -is there similarity or not. This corresponds to the most primitive method of estimation «by eye» by principle «fit-unfit» for the quality of «wares» on the works, using the simplest two-level scale. However, to deny the possibility of such a method for the problem of «proving the existence of the Shnoll effect», as some of his opponents do, is not constructive. We will seek a strict definition of the concept of HSS in order to obtain a wider scale of estimation and to exclusion the subjective factor of it. Obviously, the concept of HSS in the general case should be applicable to any uniformity histograms. In the simplest case, these are histograms of a random process with two different states (such as tossing a coin), consisting of two rectangles with a unity base. Such histograms will be called bi-component. If now from these data to construct two histograms with indices i , j and to lay them on each other, then it is not difficult to understand how in this case to obtain an estimate of the HSS. from complete coincidence to complete incompatibility. Thus, in this particular case of the simplest histograms we already have a discrete scale for estimating the HSS in a wide range. To compare histograms in the case ij
